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A G I L E  P R O J E C T  M A N A G E M E N T

Agile project management simplified with Jira

In contrast to classic projects, agile project and process 
management works in a very dynamical and flexible way. The 
planning horizon is noticeably shorter because the goal is to 
realize any changes concerning the scope of service at within a 
short period of time.This requires a higher amount of adaptability 
and personal responsibility on the developers’ part. The work 
takes place in so called sprints or iterations, in which the 
extraditable product increments are created. Agile methods were 
originally designed for software development. Thanks to their 
collaborative and efficient nature, at this point, they are also 
used in product development and services of various lines of 
business as well as in other corporate divisions like personnel 
department, sales, purchasing or marketing.  

Atlassian functionality concerning agile project management

agile project management “out of the box”
agile Jira tools for central time management for projects, accounts, and tasks
support for hybrid working methods through a combination of agile project management and other 
methods like the waterfall model
sprint management functionalities like creating, starting, completing, deleting, or restoring sprints and 
many more
expansion of Jira to include special sprint permissions
support through Scrum with proper roles, responsibilities, and meetings
support through Kanban

Our services for your agile project management with Atlassian

consulting concerning licensing and acquisition of your Atlassian licenses
consulting and support from piloting to roll-out
installation and implementation of Atlassian products
masks, arrays, and workflows adjusted to your requirements
definition and implementation of the roll and authorization concept
scalable configuration of the Atlassian tools and add-ons
implementation of all necessary reports and dashboards
integration of Atlassian products into existing intranet solutions, realization of linkage to databases 
trainings and workshops for users, key users, and administrators

Your advantages

more flexibility concerning your project’s execution leads to an improved project success 
higher flexibility regarding changing requirements on the part of your client
increased motivation thanks to the higher amount of personal responsibility for your employees
smaller risks thanks to a shorter project period
higher product quality through a quicker detection of errors




